FAVORITE
RAG-TIME PIECES

Memphis Rag       Two Step       Wenrich 50
Ragtime Ripples   "            Wenrich 50
Sassafras Sam     "            Grace  50
Dixie Kicks       "            Wenrich 50
Sunflower Tickle  "            Richmond 50

Chicago  McKinley Music Co.  New York
ROLL ON THE ROLLAWAY

Words by Rosa Lewis
Music by Al. Brown

Chorus
Roll with me on the roll-a-way, Roll me over and over, Roll me right and way.

Roll me a-round to the music, No matter what tune they play.
Many's the time you have strolled with me, Love tales told to me.

But they're old to me, Come let's be gay while the music they.
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LOVE RULES THE WORLD

Words by Beth Slater-Wright
Music by Leo Friedman

Refrain
Love rules the world, Where'er you may stray.

It fill the heart with happiness, Or sad-souled night and day.

Tis love that makes the world go round, Life has no fairer pearl.
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HOW'DY HIRAM

Moderato.

BARN DANCE

By Leo Friedman

Copyright, MCMVIII McKinley Music Co.

DIXIE DARLINGS

Tw0-Step

By Percy Wenrich

Copyright, MCMVII by McKinley Music Co., Chicago, Ill.

Any of the above pieces sent upon receipt of 25c. Ask your music dealer for them.